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rquiconsult has
been growing in
a sustained and
above average manner
over the past few years.

acquisition of companies
in new strategic markets
or in markets where we
intend to reinforce our
presence.

If, in 2014, the first year in
which we started operating in Spain, the turnover
stood at 4.5 million euros,
after six years, in 2020,
we have reached 14.2
million euros.

Earlier this year, we decided to proceed with the
purchase of a company in
Madrid, QAPoint, specialized in Dynamics 365 FO
solutions.

This means that we
managed to triple our
turnover. This was only
possible thanks to the
team’s ability to adapt to
the actual paradigm shift
and, in addition, to the
fact that our customers
have increasingly invested in technological
innovation, so important
for companies’ differentiation and competitive
advantage.
Currently, Arquiconsult’s
growth strategy is essentially based on two
factors: the increase in
exports, especially to
Europe and USA, and

The acquisition of this
position in the Spanish
capital, along with what
we have had in Barcelona
since 2014, has ensured
greater coverage of
the Iberian market and
greater proximity to our
customers.

As a result of
the entire work
team, we are
currently the
market leader
in Portugal in
Microsoft
Dynamics 365
and we are at
third place at
Iberian market.

In this edition of Arquinews, it is possible to
understand in detail the
importance of this business for the company, in
an interview with Hugo
Azevedo, director of Arquiconsult.

in Portugal in Microsoft
Dynamics 365, and we
are in third place at Iberian market. Our main goal
is, in the medium term,
to reach the first place in
the ranking of companies
specialized in this solution in Iberian Peninsula.

As a result of an entire
teamwork, we are currently the market leader

That is our focus and for
what we will continue to
work.
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OPINION ARTICLE

Digital Resilience in a world
in Metamorphosis
Pedro Pinto Lourenço

Business Applications Director,
at Microsoft

Digital empowerment is a goal
for any organization and will
be the only way
to thrive an ultra-competitive
and demanding
market

W

hat is digital resilience? From the combination of these words we obtain, through a
literal interpretation, something like ‘’ having
the ability to resist in your fingertips’’.
At a time when the status quo changes dramatically,
this idea is more urgent than ever. Digital resilience is
the ability of organizations to adapt to change quickly
by overcoming obstacles using technology.
Satya Nadella, Microsoft’s CEO, said that for 2 months
there were advances equivalent to 2 years, in relation
to a hypothetical scenario in which Covid-19 did not
exist. This exponential advance was the result of a
need to adapt to new challenges and new business
models, to guarantee operations with remote teams
geographically dispersed, or even to automate tasks
that until now were carried out manually, based on
digital as a new standard.
The current situation we are experiencing has only
accelerated this need by making it mandatory in all

sectors of our economy. Today more than ever, there
is an urgent need to digitally transform public and
private organizations. Digital training is a goal for any
organization, and it will be the only way to thrive in an
ultra-competitive and demanding market.A study by
the Boston Consulting Group shows that investing in
digital resilience will allow you to generate cost savings of between 15% and 20%. But how can organizations achieve this digital resilience that will allow them
to thrive in a market that is constantly changing?
We understand that for an organization to become
resilient and digitally agile, it must consider six dimensions:
1 Data at the center of decisions! According to Forbes,
80% of an organization’s data is unstructured. End information silos, between structured and unstructured
data, develop a common information model that is
transversal to all business areas, allowing business
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integrated view. Putting more technology on top of
data that is duplicated, inconsistent or disconnected
will not solve the problem. We have heard that data is
the new oil of organizations, however, if these remain
in silos, disconnected and incoherent, they cannot be
used for quick and effective decision making. That
is why, in our view, the organizations must establish a common information model, which allows any
application to “drink” from the same source, obtaining a single view of the data, accelerating the decision-making process.
2 Security. Microsoft invests about $ 1 billion a year in
cybersecurity! Undoubtedly one of the most serious
threats that we suffer today in a world without borders and with difficulties in policing the digital world,
we must take advantage of every available services,
starting with such simple things as Multi-Factor Authentication, that can be just the first step, but fundamental.
3 Ensuring financial agility is also a fundamental
dimension, guaranteeing the ability to adapt to the
constraints of each moment, through a cost model
oriented to operating expenses, thus ensuring liquidity, instead of total cost of ownership investments.
4 Charles Darwin taught us in the Theory of Species,
that whoever survives is not necessarily the strongest,
but the one who best adapts to the environmental
conditions in which he lives. Today organizations
need to respond quickly to customers’ demands,
through marketing models oriented to real-time data,
allowing them to adapt sales approaches and pricing
models in an agile and simple way.
5 Operational agility, having the ability to react quickly, anticipating customer demands, and responding
close to real time, adapting production and logistics
capacity will, in our view, be a decisive factor in a
market where customers have alternatives just a click
away! Through the adoption of low code tools that
allow to optimize processes, automate tasks, and
digitize activities that until now, for example, were still
performed on paper, reducing error, and increasing
the speed of response to constant challenges.
6 We believe that the way to ensure greater productivity, is to make employees focus on what is relevant,
the company’s business, empowering the organization with simple and intuitive tools that do not require
very sharp learning curves and that way respond and
adapt more quickly to the constant business changes.

Promoting the existing talent in the organization, taking advantage of the knowledge of the business and
leverage the tools of daily use, avoiding long learning
curves, in this way the gap between what is the application design, and its daily applicability is reduced.
However, having digital at your fingertips is not always
easy, technological evolution occurs faster than the
entry of programming specialists in market. The
shortage of professionals with technical skills (such
as programmers and architects) is probably one of the
major challenge’s organizations face today is why we
believe it is essential to develop the talent and in organizations today. We believe that low code platforms
are a structural pillar in this paradigm shift, because
they allow to reduce dependence on third parties and
thereby break the technological barrier while establishing a common language between IT and the business. Citizen developers are trained through a visual
approach to design applications and workflows that
reduce time and effort.
Creating additional capacity with the existing base,
who knows the business and who will more easily
identify the problem as well as the best way to solve
it, hence training this talent to expose that knowledge
through applications development that consider wear
the solving existing problems, is a way to accelerate a
company or public entity digital transformation. This
saves costs, as the initial investment is made!
While technological training is a priority, it is equally
important not to compromise security and governance. In this model of accelerated digitization of
organizations, the role of information technology
management is now even more relevant, as there is
the necessary implementation of a government model
with clear rules, the implementation of a common
data model, supported by transversal model of security and audit.
Despite the constant and rapid metamorphosis,
today it is increasingly easy to build, train and publish
artificial intelligence models without having to write
a single line of code. The instinctiveness of tools has
always been a strategic bet by Microsoft and this is no
different in terms of what is our goal of democratizing
artificial intelligence, and in fact it is only possible to
democratize technology if it is simple and intuitive to
use, and in this way put the ability to resist at everyone’s fingertips!
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S O LU T I O N

Customer Insights:
Know Your
Customers

T

he ability to characterize different customer
segments and adjust goals and strategies in a
thoughtful and informed way is essential in an
organization that aims to grow in the current market.
Solutions that allows customer behavior analysis and
enables companies anticipate customer needs, and
proactively promote meaningful actions, are increasingly needed.
Artificial intelligence tools provided by Microsoft
Dynamics 365, adaptable to each company needs,
allows you to anticipate unforeseen events and make
decisions supported by reliable data.
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Insights platform
gathers transactional, observational, and behavioral data from customers, from different sources and
securely analyzes it, allowing you to gain a complete
view of business and create comprehensive profiles.

Ricardo Casaca
Business Unit Manager

Fernando Godinho
Sales Lead for Azure & CI

Main advantages
In order to promote a better customer experience,
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Customer Insights allows,
among other things:
1 Unify all information about customer behavior,
linking data from multiple channels, to generate
insights based on real-time artificial intelligence;
2 Identify or create customer segments;
3 Predict customer needs and optimize your
experience;
4 Implement machine learning models;
5 Customize marketing and sales campaigns and
improve service quality;
6 Embed data obtained in external applications or
Microsoft Dynamics 365 business applications,
thus expanding the practical usefulness of these
data;
7 Ensure compliance with privacy policies and the
General Data Protection Regulation (RGPD).
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Arquiconsult in World
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INTERVIEW

ProjectPro:
Efficient project
management
1

Miguel Tiago de Almeida
Administrator

How do you define ProjectPro solution?
ProjectPro is a complete solution for professional services companies supported on Microsoft Dynamics
365 platform and was specifically designed to help
professional services companies achieve its goals,
supporting the daily project management, collaboration and resources allocation and profitability control.
Fully integrated with Microsoft Dynamics 365, it guarantees not only the support of invoicing administrative
processes, purchasing management or accounting,
but also the access and integration with Microsoft
productivity tools.

2

What are its main characteristics and what
are the benefits for the manager?
As main features and benefits, I highlight five key
points:
‣ Greater efficiency in the operation and daily project
management: the entire project structure is represented in ProjectPro in a configurable way and broken
down into several levels, enabling control from macro
tasks to activities detail.
‣ Better information flow: ProjectPro works together
with other areas of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central, like purchasing, sales or accounting, which
allows all areas to use and share common data and
feed the other areas with the necessary information.
For example, if a project involves the acquisition of
materials or subcontracting services, the process
can start in the project area, identifying the need and
estimating costs, and trigger the purchase process
without the need for duplicating data entry. Likewise,
when the supplier’s invoice is received, the project’s
profitability is updated simultaneously with the current account and accounting reflection. This ensures

that everyone within the organization is looking at the
same data and that there is no duplication of tasks.
‣ Simplified invoicing: The invoicing processes in
companies in this area are sometimes complex, in the
sense that it is necessary to justify the work carried
out with a very high level of detail. When information is dispersed or we do not have the right tools,
this task can be many times resource consuming.
ProjectPro has a wide range of tools that allows you
to optimize the entire invoicing process, from the
outset by the possibility of classifying projects into
invoicing typologies, whether recurring, fixed price
or Time&Materials, for example, and based on these
definitions, it presents automatisms that calculate,
and we group the work carried out so that those
responsible can validate and, at the touch of a button,
create the invoices automatically.
‣ Profitability control: ProjectPro offers a set of tools
that allows you to control the profitability of each project and compare it to the budget, making it possible
to take timely action in case of deviation. On the other
hand, because of its native integration with Power
BI, it provides analysis and dashboards for control
and profitability analysis in the most diverse aspects,
from the most granular project to the project typology,
departments in the company, customer, customer
typology, among others.

‣ Native integration with Microsoft productivity tools,
such as Excel, Word, and Outlook, as well as with
Reporting/BI tools like Power BI.

3

How the features of this solution have a direct
impact on service companies?
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by the company. Here we have a clear gain in better
organization, therefore better management. On the
other hand, the profitability control tools and the fact
that it is integrated with other business areas, such as
accounting, purchasing, sales, etc., guarantee a single
and better view of the data, and as such ensures that
managers they have access to better information
sooner, which will surely result in better decisions.

ProjectPro was designed and developed by people
working in the professional services area for several
decades, so the main concern and guidelines since
the beginning was to provide a tool that makes life
easier for project managers without giving up the
ability to control profitability. In this sense, all its functionalities were created with the aim of automating the
tasks as much as possible, ensuring that the data is
saved, classified, and grouped to provide an effective
view of profitability. In this way, ProjectPro provides
automatisms for the creation or breakdown of a project, based on templates or projects already carried
out, with automatisms for price lists creation and for
periodic price updates, as well as simplified processes
to perform recurring invoicing based on billing plans
agreed with customers or to group hours performed in
Time&Materials.
Naturally, the solution also supports the typical requirements of service companies, such as: timesheet
recording, categorization of resources/consultants,
capabilities definition, project allocation management,
missing and future billing control reporting, approval
of hours and invoicing workflows, calculation of work
in progress, just to list some of the most relevant
ones.
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The feedback has been very positive, being pointed
out as strengths, its’ simplicity, integration with other
business areas, and mainly, the visibility that provides
relatively projects’ profitability.

Regarding financial return, can companies
that adopt this solution see benefits in the
short or medium term?
I think so. Experience tells me that many of these
companies have gaps in project control because they
do not use a tool specifically designed for their needs
and often use Excel and other unstructured processes
for this management.
By opting for ProjectPro, I think they win in two ways.
On the one hand, as it is a tool with structured functionalities and integrated into a broader management
solution, they can guarantee that there are no different ways to represent and manage projects in the
company, the rules are defined and configured in the
system, and all must comply. This aspect ensures
comparability between projects and ensures that projects are managed according to the best rules defined

Which companies will benefit most from
implementing this solution? Which ones have
already been awarded to Arquiconsult?
All companies that provide services to their customers, in a project execution logic, and that wish to
control the profitability and efficiency in the execution
of these same projects. Typically, consulting, architecture, accounting, and other companies that provide
professional services directly to their clients.
In addition to, of course, being used internally, the
solution is already in operation in some multinational
companies such as SOLTEQ Oyj, a Finnish company
dedicated to management systems consulting and
IT solutions implementation, and which has approximately 500 consultants working in several European
countries, such as Finland, Sweden, Norway, United
Kingdom, Denmark and Poland.
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What is the customer feedback on this solution?
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Do you believe it is a solution with market
growth prospects? What are your prospects?
The strengths of the solution I pointed out give us
confidence in the solutions’ quality. On the other
hand, the fact that it is supported by an ERP such as
Dynamics Business Central, with the Microsoft’s’ excellence, being the only solution of this kind properly
located for our country, opens a large potential market
that leaves us confident about ProjectPro success.
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SUCCESS CASE

KLOG Logistics Solutions

K

LOG Logistics Solutions is a fast-growing company and one of the main players in the logistics
and transport sector.

Two major business areas should be highlighted: air
and sea, a division that represents around 25% of the
total turnover, in the order of 15 million euros/year,
numbers in 2020; and the intermodal division, with a
turnover of around 65 million euros, also in 2020. In
the freight forwarding area, and regarding intermodality, it is the leader in this business area in Portugal,
with strong double-digit growth in the last years. Its
portfolio includes eight clients who are world leaders
in different industrial and service activities and represent 80% of the company’s annual business flow.

Upon verifying that the software in use did not correspond to company’s needs, either in terms of
response to the business or in terms of its growth,
KLOG Logistics Solutions found in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central NaviTrans ERP, implemented
last year with the support from Arquiconsult, a solution capable of satisfying the current requirements of
its activity.
KLOG Logistics Solutions also implemented Employee Portal, for human resources management, and
NAVHR for payroll processing.
Among the main advantages of the ERP Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central NaviTrans, the central-

ization of all information on a single platform, real-time
access to the company’s data and management
tools, both in the financial area and in the operational,
as well as the customization and applicability of this
solution to the processes of the multimodal transport
area (maritime, air and rail).
The integration in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central NaviTrans of the OBC (On Board Computer)
solution, a telematics and navigation system with
professional GPS for trucks, with continuous measurement of driving performance and fleet management, is a good example of the added value, that this
management tool, brings to company’s performance,
ensuring more efficient management of the entire
fleet, with more productivity and less resources.
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After Go Live, we did not had any delays, timings were accomplished, and
the project was within budget.

Jorge Cernadas
CFO of KLOG Logistics Solutions

For Jorge Cernadas, CFO of KLOG Logistics Solutions, “the choice for Arquiconsult is linked to two
main factors: on one hand, the product, because, in
fact, Navitrans is a good product, which we identified
as being ideal for our company; on the other hand,
Arquiconsult is a company specialized in our activity
and we thought that it could add value to having a
company like Arquiconsult in this project.”
The response to the complexity of the operation of
KLOG Logistics Solutions was total, both in terms of
the knowledge of Arquiconsult’s consultants about
the operations of the different divisions, as well as in
the response and adaptation to the software. Meeting
the deadlines initially established was only possible
due to Arquiconsult’s vast experience and knowledge
of the goods transport sector, whose team is composed of consultants with the highest experience in
this area, operating in Portugal.

See all interview

‘In the next five years, we intend to
surpass the 200 million euros goal
and we want to be in the Top 5 of the
biggest Iberian players. The Spanish
market is a three-year goal, but our
ten-year goal is to have a global network, a global brand and a European
presence, not just Iberian.’
Egídio Lopes
Administrator of KLOG Logistics Solutions
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INTERVIEW

Hugo
Azevedo

Hugo Azevedo, Administrator
of Arquiconsult, explains the
importance of the acquisition
of Madrid’s QAPoint in the
Group’s growth in the
Spanish market.

See
Hugo Azevedo’s
Message
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We want to strengthen
our leading position for
the Microsoft Dynamics
365 ecosystem.

1

Arquiconsult made, at the beginning of this year,
the purchase of a company in Madrid, QAPoint.
This was a long-desired goal by the company.
How important is this business for the company’s
growth?
It is an important milestone, and a step forward
towards our goal of being recognized as one of the
biggest Iberian players Microsoft Dynamics solutions
delivery. Additionally, the effective presence, and delivery capacity in two more regions of Spain, increases
our geographic coverage and proximity to current
customers and, above all, enables a more structural
growth in the Iberian region.
The fact that the QAPoint team is focused on delivering Dynamics 365 FO solutions and, at the same
time, it already has a steady service practice and an
installed base that recognizes its quality and delivery
capacity, will increase market visibility for Arquiconsult
and, in this way, strengthen our prominent position in
Microsoft Dynamics ecosystem in the area.

third and last, the current size of the company is what
we consider to be ideal for a process like this. Furthermore, QAPoint’s desire to grow has made this choice
what we consider to be the right one.

3

With this acquisition, Arquiconsult is now in a privileged position in the Iberian market? Why invest
in this geography and not another in Europe?
Our focus is on sustained growth and customer
service. With the increase in our customer base and
operation in Iberian Peninsula, through the company
we already had in Barcelona, the reinforcement of our
presence in Madrid and Salamanca was the logical
step in a policy of solid and structural growth. We
have always had a DNA of proximity to our customers
(through detached teams or operating bases) and
with this step we have achieved greater presence and
permanent coverage.

2

After a long analysis of the Spanish market, why
did the option fall to QAPoint? What makes it an
attractive company?
Above all, the choice was supported by three fundamental reasons: first, the fact that QAPoint team is
young and extremely motivated, but at the same time
already having a proven delivery capacity in market;
secondly, we have a very similar DNA in terms of
company objectives and approach to human resources policy, with a clear commitment to training; and

We always had a DNA of
proximity to our customers.
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4

What weight does Microsoft Dynamics AX/FO
have on Arquiconsult’s annual invoicing?
Approximately 30%, but we have always been achieving (and exceeding) the annual targets we set ourselves. The vast majority (about 70%) of services in
this area are provided to companies outside Portugal,
with the Spanish market being one of the largest in
which we operate, followed by the United States of
America and Northern Europe.

5

Arquiconsult office in Madrid

What is Arquiconsult’s participation in the
business?
Arquiconsult’s approach in this type of business is
always to seek to capitalize the management autonomy of the existing team, therefore, although we have
acquired the majority of the capital, the management
team maintains management autonomy and part of
the capital.

6

As far as the Spanish market is concerned,
is Valencia the next city to “conquer”?
We are evaluating some possibilities and Valencia is
one of the possibilities. But above all we must identify
the ideal partner in the southern region of Spain. Once
again, the objective is to have a coverage that allows
us greater proximity and regional delivery capacity,
but with the benefits of an international practice. In
this way, we believe that we can bring greater value to
future customers and, at the same time, to the current
customer base.

7

What are the big goals in 2021 for Microsoft
Dynamics AX/FO?
A growth of around 15% in turnover, team increase,
with special emphasis on new graduates recruitment,
and a clear commitment to medium-term training. Additionally, it will be a year to stabilize an organizational
restructuring stage, whose objective was to allow
the creation of a solid base that enables this organic
growth in this business area. The new team, with the
entry of QAPoint, will also allow the creation of an
Iberian Managed Services area.

The reinforcement of the
presence in Madrid and
Salamanca was the logical
step in a solid and
structural growth policy.
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Luís Rego
Employee Portal Team Leader

S O LU T I O N

Employee Portal:
Connecting companies and employees
In Human Resources (HR) management, the employee is a
resource that will have to be valued for his work capacity,
according to his skills and ability to adjust not only to his
activity, but to the culture of the organization in which he is
inserted. With the evolution of companies, there is a need
to create integrated management solutions that enable
a 360º view of the organization, simplify processes, and
reduce human error.
Employee Portal is a fundamental HR management solution
that saves time and helps decision making. Simple and
intuitive, this solution allows access to all the digitalized
and updated information of employees in one place, operationalize the management and development tasks of HR
Manager and promotes greater proximity between company and employees.
In a modular platform and extremely adaptable to the different organizations’ needs, is possible to simplify personal
data management, attendance, vacations, careers, recruitment processes, the provision of training and efficient
identification of training needs, the provision of corporate
information to employees, the occupational health and
safety processes management, among other aspects.

Main advantages
With added value for the company and employees,
this solution:
1 Closes contacts and promotes internal
communication.
2 Simplifies complex administrative processes,
decentralizes tasks and makes HR department
work more efficient.
3 Develops a sense of autonomy, responsibility
and belonging among employees.
4 With a unified, broad, and updated view of
information, it follows the evolution of the productive process and promotes the balanced
management of workflows, fairly supported in
performance.

Modules
With added value for the company and employees,
this solution:
‣ Employee Registration Data
‣ Expense Management
‣ Attendance Management
‣ Training Management

‣ Performance Evaluation
‣ Recruitment and Selection
‣ Occupational Health and Safety
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SUCCESS CASE

Dunlop Protective Footwear

W

ith a presence in over 50 countries, Dunlop
Protective Footwear (DPF) is the leading
company in protective footwear manufacture adapted to the particularities of the most diverse
activity sectors. A company focused on innovation,
DPF is modernizing its management systems with
Arquiconsults’ support.
The company bets on Microsoft Dynamics 365
Finance and Supply Chain Management ERP
solution. A unique and up-to-date platform that allows
DPF the integrated and efficient control of all global logistics chain, procedure standardization in all
branches, multi-channel sales, purchasing process
digitalization and the expansion of B2C sales, which
are some of the objectives of this multinational.

The standardization of management practices in
locations around the world, with the entire operation
taking place in a cloud system, the easy versions update, the set of efficient ready-to-use features and the
ability to respond to the customer with greater quality
were the main reason for this solution choice.
The need to obtain accurate insights from the entire
chain, from production to sales, aiming new sales
channels and strategies development, also considered for the ERP choice, as it allows the parallel implementation of CRM and Business Intelligence solutions.
Microsoft Dynamics 365 F&SCM supports all internal
processes, from logistics, planning, production, customer service and finance.
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Dynamics 365 F&SCM structure is very familiar to
AX users, which makes it much easier to accept
other Microsoft applications. Dynamics Sales is
a good example. And Power BI was adopted very
fast as a self-service BI solution. It works quickly
and easily, without the need for a lot of training.
Overall, we’ve found that working in an aligned
ecosystem gives us a ‘feel of conformity’.
Alfred Muller
Dunlop Protective Footwear ICT Manager

Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM Sales supports all marketing and sales
actions, allowing for better market analysis and identification of potential
customers.
Business Intelligence, embodied in the Power BI self-service solution,
supports the remaining solutions, and allows real-time access to credible data on the company’s activities.
Arquiconsult is supporting Dunlop Protective Footwear in this process
of technological transformation and modernization, aware of the importance of a gradual adaptation of all stakeholders.
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INTERVIEW

Carsten Wulff
LS Retail

1

First of all, are you familiar with the retail industry
in Portugal? How would you rate the degree of
sophistication of the information management
systems used by Portuguese retailers?
I have been so fortunate to see Portuguese retailers
from 2 different perspectives. On a professional level
with Arquiconsult and several times as a tourist with

my family. It is my impression that specialty retail in
Portugal is divided into different levels of sophistication:
Modern retailers with state-of-the art omnichannel
solutions based on international solutions like fx SAP
and naturally LS Retail.
There is large number of midsized retailers trying to
integrate POS -and Merchandizing systems with other
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information management solutions. They could probably reduce cost and increase revenue by putting a
solution line LS Central into operation.
Finally smaller retailers, who use an ECR or a mobile
device to register sales.
In general most retailers will experience huge benefits
from replacing a number of more or less integrated
solutions by a Unified Commerce retail solution like LS
Retail.
The Covid19 pandemic has shown the retailers, that
they need to have IT solutions, which can easily adapt
to changed conditions in the market. We are experiencing increased demand for contactless retailing in
terms of E-commerce, delivery, self-ordering. Retailers with old iT solutions will find it very difficult to
meet the new requirements.

2

How important is for LS Retail the partnership with
Arquiconsult to ensure the best
implementation and customization
of the solution?
LS Retail and Arquiconsult has been cooperating
before LS Retail was LS Retail and Arquiconsult was
Arquiconsult. Our cooperation goes back 20 years.
Arquiconsult localized the Portuguese and Spanish
version of LS Nav. This made it possible for us to start
doing business on the Iberian Peninsula.
LS Retail relies on strong local partners like Arquiconsult to market, sell customize and support LS Retail
customers in Portugal, Spain and Angola.
Arquiconsult has taken this one step further by creating an international team of very competent consultants, who has assisted other LS retail partners and
LS Retail in large and complex implementations. So
the short answer to your question is: Very Important!

3

LS Retail provides a complete end-to-end solution that simplifies multiple processes and offers
broad visibility of an entire
retail business. Is there a special case
of a client you usually like to highlight,
where the solution has clearly
revolutionized its business?

Retail is a lot of hard work for the retailer. Their IT system should support them to run their daily business in
the best possible way. This may sound very ordinary,
but for those retailers, who have been limited by old
IT solutions, often this end-to-end solution feels like
a revolution. There are many clients, who have experienced this from IKEA, who could use the same POS
for different purposes to a small supermarket, who
recently implemented LS Central on SaaS (Software
as a service).
In Portugal if has been a pleasure and honor to follow
Nuno Lopes develop the IT structure for Loja do Gato
Preto. I would also say that Arquiconsult truly revolutionized retail for Angoalissar.
We are currently seeing a large interest in the LS Retail
Unified Commerce solutions from companies combining different types of retail with services and hospitality like: Football clubs, Cruise Liners, Amusement
parks and turist attractions. This is not new to Arquiconsult who have developed and implemented those
type of solutions in various places. A good example
of this is Symingtons in Porto, from where I have very
good memories .

4

LS Retail has brought essential decision support
to retail managers, so that they can move comfortably into the future. So, what do you see in the
future for LS Retail and Arquiconsult?
We are constantly improving all aspects of the solution. In the latest version, we have reduced statement
posting time by 42%. And in the next versions we will
also see
Scan-Pay-Go apps.
With all the basic structures and processes in place
for the retailer, we need to provide more and better
decision support to the retailers. For this purpose
we have developed a suite of tools based on Microsoft Power BI, AI and Machine Learning. We call it
LS Insight. Besides reporting, we will provide tools
for demand forecasting, basket analysis, and margin
simulation (priceelasticity).
Those sophisticated, high value adding solutions is
no longer reserved to large international retailers, with
large IT budgets. LS Retail and Arquiconsult can now
make this available to local retailers at an affordable
price – the future is already here!
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SUCCESS CASE

Malaquias Group

M

alaquias group has been, since 1950, an
important reference in food distribution sector
in the Portuguese, European and African
markets. With more than 500 suppliers, 15 thousand
customers and a turnover of more than 57 million euros, the group has two companies that act separately,
but which complement each other.

In order to optimize processes and tasks performed
by operators, Grupo Malaquias advanced with its
information management update and decided to
implement the latest version of Navision (currently
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central), a unique
and integrated solution, which covers all activity areas
of the company.

Ferreira Malaquias, Lda. is a century-old company
whose activity is divided into two business areas: the
bottling and marketing of wines and the exclusive
distribution of UNICER products in the municipalities
of Ovar, Estarreja, Espinho and Santa Maria da Feira.
Malaquias Distribuição Alimentar, Lda. is a wholesale food products company, with two Cash & Carry
units, and a retail company, with a supermarket chain.

Grupo Malaquias was faced with the need to ensure
better control of stocks, budgets, fixed and mobile
equipment and other situations, to improve used tolls
integration, centralize information from the different
business areas and to respond to current legal requirements. The last year was, for the Group, a critical
moment to take this step, considering the extraordinary volume of legal updates and changes.
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Arquiconsult’s follow-up was productive, managing to quickly resolve the
problems that accured.
José Silva
Director of Department of TI
Malaquias Group

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central ensures
business continuity with a cloud solution that connects sales, service, finance, and operations teams to
optimize access to information and streamline processes.
Arquiconsult carried out 90% of the implementation
remotely, a fact that is pointed out as positive by José
Silva, IT Director of of Grupo Malaquias, who understands that “some of the problems could be resolved
more quickly, without waiting for a visit appointment,
making meetings more productive.”

The company intended that the implementation to
this update would not have a significant impact on
companys’ normal functioning and Arquiconsult consultants were able to fulfill this wish. Furthermore, the
project took place within the defined scope, planning
and budget.
Among the advantages pointed out by Malaquias
Distribuição Alimentar, Lda., the possibility of copying
the report information to Excel and also the inverse
operation of copying information directly to NAV stand
out, a basic functionality of this solution, considerably
optimized processes. Arquiconsult’s advanced knowledge of LS Retail, NavHR and NAV Standard add-ons
also proved to be an asset for work processes optimization.

It was a very fruitful partnership,
even in this last year, as we were
able to easily achieve the goals we
set ourselves.
José Silva
Director of Department of TI Malaquias Group
See all Interview
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TESTIMONIALS

To Be a Consultant Today
Santi Ureta - BARCELONA
It took a lot to digest this period, but we saw that
with the technologies, especially those we sell like
Teams, a new spectrum suddenly opened up in the
company: our connection with the outside worldwas the laptop.

Luís Assunção - VILA REAL
The work itself has not changed, what has
changed is the way in which we begin to talk to our
colleagues, because we miss daily proximity.

Raquel Santos - LISBON
You know that things must be well done and Arquiconsult has always believed that employees would
do it this way. It has always been flexible to give us
that opportunity and that belief in employees.

Sérgio Espírito Santo - LISBON
My sensitivity is that productivity has increased a
lot, because nowadays I have 4 to 6 meetings with
clients and in the past at most, I was able to do 2
meetings with clients. Nowadays, problem solving
calls are much better accepted.

Ana Cajada - LISBON
The company since the beginning of the pandemic
has taken great care of us. I am sure that if I said
that I hasn’t been able to do something it wouldn’t
be a problem.
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Inês Lopes - LISBON
I don’t feel alone at all, we have our daily meeting in
the morning, which allows us to catch up on work
and now, I am entering the best phase, entering in
the projects.

Marco Nufrio - MADRID
We are always connected and if someone has
problems, especially the young ones, which is
normal for them to feel busier, they can contact us
without any problem.

Carla Mendes - LISBON
The format of mutual assistance has changed,
now we write. We do not know immediately if they
received the message, we have to wait and it is all
about managing expectations from those, that are
in the other side.

Eduardo Barros - OPORTO
People must be responsible… if I have to deliver something on a certain date, I have to deliver
and work in order to comply, there is no imposed
rigidity, that’s why I have been at Arquiconsult for
so many years. There is a lot of companionship
among people.

Pedro Santos - OPORTO
YStrategies are underway, online communication between people is able to combat the lack of
proximity with daily calls, constant conversations
or chats.
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LISBOA

MADRID

Avenida Amália Rodrigues, 17 A
Urbanização da Ribeirada
2675-432 Odivelas, Portugal

Avenida de la Albufeira, 321
Piso 1º, Oficina 9
28031 Madrid, España

(+351) 218 205 610

(+34) 900 696 816

OPORTO

BARCELONA

Av. Comendador Ferreira de Matos, 793
1º andar, sala C1
4450-125 Matosinhos, Portugal

Carrer de Nicaragua, 46, 5º, 3ª
08029 Barcelona, España

(+351) 226 002 328

(+34) 900 696 816

VILA REAL

SALAMANCA

Hub Tecnológico
Edifício da Incubadora de Empresas da UTAD
Quinta dos Prados
5000-103 Vila Real, Portugal

Calle Segunda,43
Oficina 128
37188 Carbajosa, Salamanca, España

(+351) 259 091 275

(+34) 900 696 816

LUANDA

SEVILHA

Rua Comandante Kwenha, 11-13
Luanda, Angola

Glorieta Fernando Quiñones, 2
Edificio CENTRIS 2
Módulo 5, Oficina 2
41940 Tomares, Sevilla, España

(+244) 939 954 360

(+34) 900 696 816

comercial@arquiconsult.com | arquiconsult.com

